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I dedicate this book to everyone interested in the exhilarating task
of creating smartphone products using Symbian OS. That task is
exhilarating because it is, at times, both truly hard and truly rewarding.
My goal with this book is to make the task less hard, and even
more rewarding.

My target audience comprises project managers, product managers,
development managers, design authorities, system architects,
quality managers, software engineers, technical consultants, and
industry analysts – everyone involved in creating smartphone products
(whether these products are complete smartphones or applications
or services designed to be used in close conjunction with
smartphones). The book should be particularly valuable to the people
who assemble and run an overall development team, as well as to
their advisors, and the people who aspire to this level of responsibility.

In the chapters ahead, I condense key practical learnings from my
own helter-skelter experience of breakthrough product development
and market development at Symbian and Psion (the original parent of
Symbian). For the best part of two decades, I have lived through one
demanding ‘‘urgent and important’’ project after another, assisting
the creation of numerous connected mobile devices – laptop organizers,
handheld PDAs, and (over the last nine years) more than one
hundred different mobile phones. The experience has been fraught
with challenges, but rich in lessons learned.
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Maternal and Fetal Cardiovascular DiseaseSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides an excellent review of the modern management of heart disease in pregnancy, introducing related state-of-the-art research.

	
		Maternal circulatory status dynamically changes throughout pregnancy and delivery. The number of pregnancies complicated by cardiovascular disease has increased in recent years due...
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Introduction to Microsystem Design (RWTHedition)Springer, 2011

	This book was developed from lectures held at RWTH Aachen University, Germany

	and Tsinghua University at Beijing, P.R. China. It may be used as a basis for similar

	lectures on designing of microsystems. For this purpose, it is recommended to

	follow the sequence of this book, because it is arranged such that following chapters

	are...
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Advanced Computer Architecture and Parallel Processing (Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Single processor supercomputers have achieved great speeds and have been pushing
hardware technology to the physical limit of chip manufacturing. But soon this trend
will come to an end, because there are physical and architectural bounds, which limit
the computational power that can be achieved with a single processor system. In...
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Design of Industrial Information SystemsAcademic Press, 2006
Long term growth in productivity is critically important to improving the standard of living of our society. Over the past ten years (1996–2005), average annual productivity growth in the non-farm business sector has been twice as high as it was in the prior fi fteen years (1981–1995). In the manufacturing sector, it has been even more...
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Perl One-Liners: 130 Programs That Get Things DoneNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Part of the fun of programming in Perl lies in tackling tedious tasks with short, efficient, and reusable code. Often, the perfect tool is the one-liner, a small but powerful program that fits in one line of code and does one thing really well.

		

		In Perl One-Liners, author and impatient hacker Peteris...
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Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012

	Welcome to Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android. This book will provide an introduction to HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 for Android Browser for version 4.0 of the Android operating system (called Ice Cream Sandwich). This book will take you through how to leverage the best mobile web technologies and methodologies to develop solid mobile web...
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